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Title: An Analysis of’ Children I 5 Dr‘awings of Policemen.
APPROv.돼D BY NEHBERS OF‘ r£HE THES工S CONl페TITEE:-씩1
Frank F. Miles. Chairman
Walter Nunokawa
The overall objectives of this study had a dual focus. One was
to determine the attitudes of children toward pol土ce from projective
drawin융s. The second utilized the experience of perform1n앓 the first
。bjective to assess the possible adaptation and use of projective tech-
niques in social work.
One hundred and twenty-nine children f ‘rom thr‘ee different
Portland public schools were given the topic "I met a policeman in my
nei융hborhood~ and asked to draw a picture. Second grad엉rs in an upper
a lower white socioeconomicwhite socioeconomic school, school. and a
「 school in a lower‘ socioeconomic Negro area were compared.
It was ex팽cted that the Negro children's drawings of policemen
would indicate more ne앓ative feelings than the drawin싫S fI‘。m either a
similar socioeconomic 않roup of white children or a higher socioeconomic
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당X‘oup of whit뺑 children. The lower socioeconomic white children ’ s draw-
ings of policemen were expectod to show more negative feelings than the
drawings of‘ the upper socioeconomic whit멍 당roup. To test th용 overall
study hypothesis eight ~potheses were developed. These hypotheses were
tested through 용ight judgment categories: distanc만 bet'\.-1een self‘ _nd
policeman, ratio of height of‘ self to height of policeman , height of
polie뼈man， omitted body parts of policem.n, laI‘ge hands of polic앙man ，
number of weapons , and obvious aggression by polic앙man.
Each picture was judged independent~ and blind by two judges. A
third judge was used in cases of disagreement. Judgment ~홉reement was
abov휠 95싫 for all eight categories ’‘ Resulting judgm멍nts f‘。r the three
groups wer훨 compared on all 원土ght items through chi square and median
tests. A composite score for e~ch picture consist뇨19 of the tota1 num-
ber’ 。f‘ the eight cat홉gories judged to be negative was then us훌d to test
the overall hypothesis.
Comparison of the thre앙 gr‘。ups on the individu~l categories
yiolded rni.xed results. The! upper whit웰 group was signific~ntly 1홈55
negative than both other groups on the omissions item, and less negative
tha.n the lower socioeconomic NegI‘o gr’。up on the height -nd smile items.
Differences between the 1。‘W를r white and lower Negro socioeconomic groups
and between the upp핸r and lower white groups were inconclusive. The
lower whit앙 group was more negative th잃1 th앙 。ther groups on the omis-
sions and less ne강ative on tho weapons items. Thes앙 diff융I‘ences 'tV'ere
not 뇨1 the predicted direction.
Testing of‘ the overall hypothesis showed the upper whit헝 50cio-
economic group less n앙gativa in their attitudes toward policemen than
either the lower white or the lower Ne당ro socioeconomic groups. Th~re
was no 51당nificant differenc양 between the lower white and low훌r N훌gro
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socioeconomic ~roups. The study would su짧est ， then , that the upper
socioeconomic white children have less negative attitudes toward
policemen than either of‘ the other two groups. This difference seems
to be more socioeconomic than racial. since the Ne훌ro children ’s draw-
ings should have showea more negative attitudes than the white chi~d­
ren of the same socioeconomic status if determinants were primarily
racial.
It was possible in this study for social workers to have hi홉h
judgment a훌reement， but only by utilizin훌 simplified and very concrete
jud싫ro합lt criteria. Ymch skill and trainin~ are required for‘ social
workers to utilize the projectiv6s. 고1 addition , validity is difficult
to determine. and inter‘pr’etation of data usin~ projective techniques
can be uncertain and ambiguous. Given these limitations , the utiliza-
tion of projective methods by social workers should be undertaken with
caution.
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CHAPrER I
INTRODUCTION
The profession of social work is in a period of reexamination.
Recent professional journals have questioned social work's relevance to
present social problems (1,2). Changes have been su앓~ested in values ,
theories , and techniques. 좌1 response , advocates of the socio-behav-
ioral theo~ (3) and ~eneral systems theory (씨 have examined other
social sciences for knowledge to enhance social work practice. The pu~
pose of tllis study is to examine the use of drawings as a projectiγe
technique by social workers in a socially releγant context.
Psycholo앓y has used art both as a means ofpersonal assessment
and as a data collectin훌 technique for research (5 ,6). Reviews of this
literature are available (7 ,8 ,9). However, it is not the intention of
this study to assess and eγaluate techniques a윈 used by psychologists
but rather to determine if the techniques can be adapted for use in
social work.
The rationale for such a study is based on Gordon ’ 5 (10, p.9)
statement of the position of social work in relation to psychology and
sociology.
The central f‘。eus of social work traditional~ seems t。
have been on the person-in-his-life-situation campI앵x--a 달첼파·
훨neous du따 f.o~u~ on man and environment. This f‘。eus ha즙 •
be엉n unbalanced at times on the side of the or~anism under the
뇨npact of psycholo~ical theory and then on the side of envix’-
onment under the impact of sociological and economic theory.
The main stream of social work , however , ha잉 become neither
an applied psychol。훌y nor an applied sociology.
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This study attempts to retain the "simultaneous dual focus" by
using personality assessment methods on ~roups to assess environmental
influences. Koppitz and de No!웠u (11) used this method to validate
cultural differences in Mexican and American children. 암1려r methodol。짧
was not used, but the principle of obta뇨ling information about environ-
mental or cultural attitudes by pz’。jective drawin훌s was accepted. The
need to have knowled훌e of the environment for social workers to under-
stand "the person-in-his-life situation" was considered sufficient
reason to investieate the projective methα:is.
Hammer (12) indicates several advanta훌es of projective drawings.
Those that are more appropriate for this study includa simplicity of
administration; useab土lity with groups as well as with individuals; and
the effectiveness of non-verbal techniques in use with children.
Selltiz. Jahoda, r빌utsch. and Cook (13 , p.285) enumerate many of the
same advantages but add ,
When the focus of an inγestigation is on the specific con-
tent of an individual ’s attitudes toward some social object ,
rather than on his general personality structure. the projec-
tive techniques desi홉ned for the study of personal土ty are not
very helpful. Yet a pt’。jective approach f ‘requently seems desir-
able as a way of encouragin~ freedom and spontan상ty of expres-
s J.on.
Th앙 advanta홉es of the projective drawings were accepted as a ~en-
eral statement of their value. Specific techniques already developed
to study p톨rsonality were adapted to our purposes. The design for the
study used a subject-matter focus to structure the content of the pic-
tures with the emphasis on group attitudes rather’ than individual
characteristics.
The underlying assumptions of this study are: (1) projective
drawin휠s can be adapted to assess group attitudes; (2) drawings of
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policemen from three groups of second gI‘ade children can reveal feelings
。f the children toward policer뼈n; and (3) the composite assessment of a
given gx‘。up of children will be indicative of the feelings of that
싫roup toward policemen.
The overall object土ves of this study have a dual focus. αle is to
determine the ~roup att후tudes of children 켈‘om three elementary schools
toward police from projective drawin훌s. The second is to assess the ap-
p1icability of projective techniques in social work. Therefore , this
study will provide data about childr~n's attitudes toward policemen
while at the same time evaluatin~ the draw합i훌 techniques used to obtain
the data.
I. THE PRO표LEM
A popular assertion is that there is widespread Ne훌1‘o hostility
toward the police. A typical statement of the situation is found 뇨1
the Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (1μ，
p.206) •
Thus. to many Negr。양 s police have come to symbolize white
power, white racism and white repression. And"the fact is that
many police do reflect and eχpress these white attitudes. The
atmosphere of hostility and cynicism is reinforced by a w土de-
spread perception among Ne잃roes of‘ the existence of police
brutality and corruption and of a ffdouble standard tl of justice
and protection--one for Negroes and one for the white.
This conclusion has been based upon surveys of attitud밍 s of min-
。rity 훌roups toward police. "Negroes firmly believe that police brutal-
ity and harassment occur r~peatedly in Neg!’。 neighborhoods. This be-
lief 土s unquestionably one of the major reasons for intense 1뼈홉ro re-
sentment a답ainst th윈 police" (1μ ， p.302).
Likewise , policemen indicate they are disliked by Negroes. Bauma
μ
and Schode (15 ,16) used a questionnaire to determine how polie멍 officers
in two Michigan cities perc앤ived attitudes of inner city residents and
Negroes in general towar‘d police. The studies were conducted because αF
an awareness of increasing tension between police and residents and the
lack of data on this problem (15). Tables I and II present two of
their questions applicable to this study.
TABLE I
RESPONSES OF 120 KALM1AZOO AND 150 GRAND RAPIDS POLICE
OFFICERS TO: "DO TH웰 표NER crr’Y YOUTH FEEL 'fHE
POLICE ARE AI찌AYS PICKn~G αJ NEGROES? tI
l톨::II톨;
Response Kalamazo。 Grand%Rapids
%
yes ?μ 78
n。 20 16
not sure 7 ?
TABLE II
&퍼SPONSES OF’ 120 KALAMAZOO 때D 150 GRAND RAPIDS POLICE
OFFICEHS TO: "DO THE 끄\1패R CITY YOUTH THINK THAT
THE POL工G핀 AR퍼 UNFAIR 끄:-I THEIR TREATMENT OF
DIFFERENT RACES , NATIONALrr IES , 뼈D
RELIGIOUS GROUPS?"
‘--‘- =::: _.-‘-
Response Ka1amazo。
%
Grand%Rapids
no
not sure
nu
9
ι
QU
Q
]
1.
‘
%
8
6
yes
The findin원 of both studies also indicate that J/μ of the police feel
that attitudes of inner’ city residents have become more ne훌at土ve during
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minority gr‘。ups 뇨1 general,
One aspect of the sensitiveness and defens土veness of minority
groups which is of special concern to the police is the fear
and distrust of police which these groups 융enerally have ‘ .••
The result is that a minority member frequent~ re앓ards the
police officer as his mortal enemy.
A statement from the supplemental report to the National Advisory
COlmnission on Civil DiSOI‘ders made by the Department of Social
Relations of John Hopkins University (18, p.lμ) reported that
The police saw the people in the 훌hetto， particularly adoles-
cents and young adults , as hostile and uncooperative •••• On ly
one in three believ흉 Ne원roes regard policemen as friends , as
compared to th홉 three out of four who believe whit행 are
fr土endly.
As a result of char요es of brutality, Berson concludes (19 , p.So)
Unl土ke white. middle-class children, Ne웰‘。 youn훌sters do not
grow up thinking of the policeman on the corner as their
friend. l10st Negroes look upon the policeman as the brutal
enforcer of the white man's laws--laws that have been used
for three centuries to keep the black man down.
The attitudes of Negroes 土n Portland have not been thoroughly as-
sessed. However‘. a 홉tatement in the Report of the Committee on Race
없ld Education to the Board of Education , Multnomah County School
District No. 1 (20. p.μ9) ind土cates，
The Albina community image is unattractive for some who live
in it and for those who observe it from the outside. Unfor-
tunately. the attitude of some school p탱rsonnel toward the
co~nunity and its inhabitants reflects this image. A double
standard of behavior and expectation 월 applied•••• Application
。f a double standard extends to other conununity agencies--
health and sanitation probl양ms. welfare incid앤nee. delinquency,
etc.. are shrugged off with the comment , It~떼1at else can you
expect of these p엉。pIe1" Until quite recent y앙ars. we are
persuaded, this attitude was particularly bad among those 뇨l
chare명 of policing and prosecuting. Dope usa않e and even homi-
cido were not punished because II 페~eryone knows that Ne용roes
use dope ," or II 굉veryone knows Negroes are violent. if
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A study by DeJardin 뿔: 웰 (21) of Ne융ro and white boys entering
th밍 Portland area from a correctional school indicated a hi따1. degree of‘
ne냥ativity towa뾰i police. There was a tendency for Negroes to be more
negative than whites.
Widespread and intense dislike for police by Negroes would mean
their children are exposed to these attitudes. Johnson , Johnson and
Price-Will土ams (22) indicate that the social 용roup with which a child
is involved will produce in him reaction patterns which characterize
most of‘ the members of the 훌roup.
The presence of negat土ve attitudes regardin뚱 police in young
Negro chil따’en would have significance for ~hre뺑 reasons: (1) it would
tend to confirm the idea that th얻X’e is a dislike for police in Ne당T。
nei홉hborhoods; (2) Negro children at an early age would be condition한d
to 따ew police unfavorably; (3) police community relations pro앓rams in
Ne냥X’。 schools would not have significantly changed their image with the
children. Also, the deτection of ne훌ative attitudes in young children
would suggest ear~ prev엉ntion program development.
No studies which attempt to assess young children's attitudes
toward police were found. Two studies were located that dealt with
racial aspects of the problem. Neither attempted to use art as a data
collectLtl l(; m밍thod for research. Reiss (23) reports on a study with
adults I’8웰arding police brutality. ’I ’hirty‘ six people observed police-
citizen encounters in Boston , Chicago. and Washington , D.C. , for seven
days a week for seven weeks. The findings indicate the incidence of use
of excessive force upon white citizens in encounters with the police is
twice that for I\Jegr‘。 citizens. An apparent fact was that all victims
were offenders and from the lower class. Thus , if negative attitudes
7
toward police are related to police brutality. ther양 should b헨 little
difference betw만en the lower l얘훌X‘o and lower white attitudes.
Fortune (2씨 analyzed the attitudes of junior high school pupils
toward police officers. He indicated !tan examination of published and
u.npublished att후tude studies of the past ten years has reveal정d no att파
tude research specifically devoted to juv깐nil륭 attitudes toward police
。fiie앙rs. U The police officers he observed in Cincinnati felt that
young children were sympathetic and fri륭nd~. but adolescents were wary
and hostile. All felt attitudes had changed toward the negative during
the past f잉w years. Portun엉 ’5 ~eneral conclusions were that the over-
all attitudes of all groups of junior high school students were more
favorable toward the police than unfavol‘abl딴 • The younger students
were more favorable than the old헝r. Girls were more favorable than
boys. wh소tes w엉X‘e rna!‘e favorable than Negroes. Althou용h not conclu-
sive there was som용 tendency toward mot‘딴 favorabl혔 attitudes among
hi훌her soc土。economic groups detected.
II. GENERAL APPROACH
F.r:‘isch and Handl웰· (25) agree with Dennis (26) that children ’s
drawings are useful in reflecting cultural values. The 잃eneral pro-
blam for’ this study is: Do racial and/or socioeconomic factors influ-
ence how children draw policemen? If diff‘erences 혼xist. does one group
rep:r‘esent more negative attitudes toward police than others?
Mere observation might indicate pictures from one 앓roup differ
from anoth영I‘. Yet, no conclusions about attitude could be made. since
it might be that those of one back당round have had more practice in
dra.win" and 홉reater experience from which to draw. Therefore , some
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items from the personality projective techniques which connote emotion
W밍I’e used to measure differences. Hammer (27 , p.μ36) has devised a
t~chnique for assessin융 negativ안 attitudes by haγin훌 individuals draw
minority group figures.
If people tend to t따{e those traits or attributes which they
cannot accept in themselves and as a defense , project them
。nto members of a minority ~roup. then askin훌 acsubject to
"draw .. member of a minority 홉roup’.. may be eχpected to encour-
a~e the projection of the more negative and unconscious side of
himself.
The same reasoning is the basis for the uDraw A Family Test."
Therefore, this study used 후terns of measurement from the PI‘。jective
literatur뭘 general~ acknowledged t。 뇨1dicate less favorable attitudes
or emotions.
Th훌 OVI훌X’all bypoth앙sis of this study is that Ne홉ro children t s
drawin훌s of policem훌n will indicate mOl’e nl짧ative feelings than a simi..,
lar or a hi당her socioeconomic 휠roup of white children. Also , low양r
socioeconomic white children's drawings of polic용men will indicate more
ne~ative feelings than a higher socio양conomic 훌roup of white children.
The follol'1in월 eight l~potheses are advanced:
1. The distance between the self and the policeman will be great-
er in the drawin당5 of Negro children than in the drawings of white
ch土ldren of a similar socioeconomic background. Each of these 훌roups
will draw greater distance betw윈en self and policeman ’than 짜hite child-
ren of a hi밟1빙r socioeconomic background.
2. The ratio of the size of the policeman to the size of the
self will be greater in the drawings of Negro children than in the
drav~ings of’ white children of a similar socioeconomic back훌round. Each
。f these groups will draw a ~reat I ‘atio of size of policem~n to size of
9
self than will white childr’en of a higher socioeconomic background.
3. Ne앓ro children \-1111 dr’aw policemen larger or smaller th~n
white children of a similar soc土。현conolllic back휠round. and each of‘ these
~roups will draw more 엉xtremes in size of policem엉n than lfhite children
of a higher socioeconolnic backgI’。lund.
μ. Negro children will draw fewer 엽miling polie앙men than lo1hite
children of a simila.r socioeconomic background. and each of these
~r‘oups will draw fewer smiling policem앵n than white children of a high-
er socioeconomic background.
5. Neg:r’。 children will have more omissions of body parts in
the뇨~ dr‘awin원s of policemen than white children of a similar s。앙土。.
훌conomic ba.ck당round. and each of thes협 gr‘。ups will have more omissions
than whit정 childI‘양n of a higher socioeconomic back홉I’。uncl.
6. Negro children will draw policem핸n with larger hands than
whit용 children of a siro土lar SO(파。economic back윌round and each of thes륭
월roups will·draw more lar앓e hands than white childt‘행n of a higher
socioeconomic background.
7. Negz‘。 children will place more w뺀apons in their drawin홉S
than white children of a similar socioeconomic background , and each of
these 휩roups will draw mor‘엉 weapons than white children of a higher
socioeconomic background.
8. .Negro childr‘앙n will draw more aggressive policemen than white
children of a s土milar socioeconomic background , and each of these
groups will draw more aggressive policemen than white childr엉n of a
higher socioeconαnic backgl'αInd.
I ’hese ei요ht hypotheses w，앙re derived from several different
sauro앙s. These sources and th맨 Ul1derlyin않 rationale ~nd Bcorin앓
procedures for the hypotheses will be discussed in the following chap-
ter.
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CHAP'rER II
1에ETHODOLOOY
I. RATIα~AI핍
Most of the utilization of art by the social sciences has treated
art as a dia당nostic tool and as a projective technique. 않~ has been
little used as a tool to assess group views and feelings. The majority
。f research in the field of children ’s art has revolved around the
tr Draw A l\ian’j and f1Draw A Person" tests , with lesser interest devoted t。
。ther projective techniques such as the ttm’P It test (28).
Given the limited background work ava.ilable to assist us in
devising methods for evaluating group attitudes then , we adapted PI‘。-
jective evaluation criteria , especially from Handler (29) , κ。ppitz (30) ,
¥mchover (31) , and Hammer (27) , to develop techniques for ana~zing OUI‘
data. ot끄‘ hypotheses were adapted frαn the projective literature , f‘rom
。ur review of general literature dealing w土th racial p!‘ob1ems and po-
lice bI‘utality, and it‘。ill the work of professionals such as Coles (32 ,
33) , Lowenfeld (;싸. and Kellogg and O· 않11 (35) who had experience in
analyzin강 children ’ s dra~dngs on an individual basis but who had not
developed general rnethods for assessing groups of drawings. F‘rom these
thr앙e sources , eight hypotheses were developed and criteria f‘。r measur-
in용 each category were i‘。r’malized.
Categor’i당s of jud당ment fOI‘ 。ur pictures , which had their basis in
the projective literature included omissions , height of both policemen
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and se다‘. and lax‘당e hands. Nu ill erous authors working in the projective
testing field have suggested that more anxious , hostile , withdrawn , or
aggr’essive children omit body parts , draw very small or very large fig-
ures , and draw hands larger than faces. The results of several atti-
tude surveys and Coles ’ (32) imp!‘ass土。ns of the drawings of Southern
Negro children suggested to us that distance between the self and the
policeman in the picture might be a significant determinant of negative
attitudes toward policemen. Seγeral descriptive studies of children's
art , notably Coles (32) and Dennis (26) have discussed the absence of
smiling figures drawn by NegI’。es as an indicator of negative attitudes.
The categories dealing with weapons and with ag힘‘essive policemen were
formulated after reading the Riot Commission report (1μ) and numerous
articles dealing with race relations and police brutality. \fJhile it
was realized that any one of these items by itself would be inadequate
to assess group attitudes toward policemen , it was hoped that a combi-
nation of different approaches dra짜1 from a variety of areas might pro-
vide a start toward developing a methodology for assessing feelings
through the use of children's art.
II. SUBJ ECT S
마18 hundx‘ad and fifty-t\’10 children from three Portland public
grade schools participated. ‘I’wo schools similar in income level were
Buckman Grade School , alar딩ely white school , and Humboldt Grade
School, which is over 93 percent Negro. Both thes전 schools have been
designat딩d as Nodel Schools. Hodel Schools is a Portland Public School
educational enricmnent program f ‘or deprived areas. The upper middle
class white school chosen was Ainsworth, an elementary school located
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in an older, hi앓h status Portland residential area in the 파est Hills.
The most recent figures available list the Ainsworth school dis-
tr土ct median family income as $12 ， μ62 ， the Buckman fal'짜 ly median 뇨1-
come , 빠，μ옛， and the Humboldt family median inc잉n당 수L/- ， 98). The
Ainsworth median incαne is the second highest in the city school sys-
tern, while the Buclanan and Humboldt figures are the third and fifth
lowest , respectively (36). The three comparison gr’。ups ， then , were
drawn from a lower‘ middle class white area , a lower middle class Negr。
area, and an upper middle class white area.
Sixty-eight Humboldt , )6 Buckman , and μ8 Ainsworth second
홉raders were used. 빠lila only two out of the thz’ee Buckman and
Ainswol‘th second grades were involved , th당 total second grade popula-
tion of Humboldt participated. Th앙 Buckman and Ainsworth principals
were unable to arrange total second 훌I‘ade parti밀ipation， but they did
not feel there was any essential difference between the classrooms not
participatin흉 and those involved in our study. The students from the
three schools involved had participated in the police public relations
program which included police visiting in the classrooms in the fall of
1967.
Second grade subjects were used. Lowenfeld (3μ) indicates child-
ren of this age have developed a definite concept of a human figure.
There is a discover‘Y of b당ing a part of‘ the environment , the child re-
lates himself to others , and a relationship between color and object
has developed.
III. DATA COLLECrrrON
Pictures from the three schools were collected during the third
lμ
week of‘ May. 1968. Conferences were held with each of the three princi-
pals , and a mimeo힘‘학)hed instruction sheet (see Appendix B) was given t。
each of the teachers involved. Each child was furnished a 12" χ 18"
sheet of smooth finish newspad paper, and restricted to th앙 use of seven
crayons: white , red , yellow, green , bro~1 ， blue , and black. Teachers
were requested to write the topic "I 1'-:머T A POL工GEl，‘1A꾀 llJ HY NEIGHBORHOOD"
。n the blackboard and instructed to have each child draw and color a
picture with thi딩 title. The instruction sheet caut土oned the teachers
to refrain from giving further instructions or discussing policemen with
the class baror당 。r during the drawin홉 period. Children were allowed
as much t~ne as necessa~ to complete the drawings. Identifying data
for the pictures such as age , sex, race , and school were placed on the
back of the pictures.
IV. ANAIXS工S OF PICTURES
After the criteria for judgment were developed a sample of pic-
tures obtained i ‘rom children of ages five thx‘ough ten was used both t。
check agreement of the two judges and to ref뇨1e scoring procedures.
The final formulation of the jud당ment criteria is included in Appendix
A and was available for each judge to refer to throu당hout the scoring
PI‘Q딩ess.
Althou앓1 152 pictures were collected , onlY 129 of these were used
in the final tabulation. Two pic~urest one each fI’。In Humboldt and
Ainsworth. were excluded because no human figure was represented. It
was nee딩ssar’y to exclude the drawings of two Negro students in the
뀔uckman ~roup to maintain a homogeneous lower white socioeconomic
sample.
1.5
The other 19 pictures excluded represent one classroom from the
Humboldt group which was atypical of the total sample. Althou당h the
teacher had followed our instructions , she had stressed the dralving of
lar업e ， sin훌le figures with multi-colored backgrounds throu없hout the ye앓·，
and the ch土ldI’en in her class had been rewarded fOI‘ drawing in this
particular style. The total class drew figures which would be classi-
fied as abnormally large using Koppitz ’ 5 criteria (30) , backgrounds were
drawn similarly \'Iith a multi‘ colored blunt overall shading. and several
pictures were obvious copies of other drawings from th앙 same classroom.
Since these pictur당 s seemin훌ly represented a learned drawin앓 pattern
rather than displayin앓 ne당ative attitudes toward policemen , and because
the divergence from the total sample was so great it would have biased
the results , the total classroom was excluded from analysis.
Althou앓1 the topic was ttl Met a Policeman 뇨i 때 Neighborhood ,"
52 out of the original 152 students drew only a policeman and excluded
the self. Of these 52 , 18 were from the atypical Humboldt class. Hav-
ing excluded these 18, we were left with the pr‘。blem of how to treat the
remainin훌 카 , who were equally distributed among the three groups. It
was decided that an assumption that 댐r‘eater negative feelings lead t。
。mission of self might be reasonable , but whether this was indeed the
case or whether these Jμ children simply did not respond correctly t。
the directions was impossible to det당rmine. It was decided then to
simply omit these Jμ fI‘。ro statist~cal analysis in testing hypotheses
relat뇨]홉 to distance between policeman and s정 If‘， and ratio of height of
policeman to height of self.
The pictures f’rom the three schools were thorou앓hly mixed by a
third party prior to judging. Judging was thus done without any
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back~round knowledge about individual pictures eχcept that each picture
came from the second grade of one of th당 three schools. Each judge
independently scored twelve categories for each picture. The first
e1앓lt cate홉。ries correspond to the hypotheses: distance between self
and policeman, I ‘atio of height of policeman to hei홉ht of‘ self, height
。f pol土ceman， smiles of policeman, omission of body parts of policeman,
large hands of policeman, weapons in the picture , and aggressiv상 police-
man. The other four categories involved judgments of quality of draw-
뇨19 ， number of colors used , and skin color of policeman and self.
These four categories were intended only for descriptive purposes.
The first three categories , d土stance between self and policeman ,
height of policeman , and height of self, were scored using a transpar-
ent plastic overlay inscribed with a millimeter grid. Measurements
were done in millimeters. When the two scores f‘。r any picture differed
by more than two millimeters , a third judge was used and the final
score used was agreement of two of the three judgments. Scoring by the
third judge was done independently and blind usin훌 the established
judgment criteria. Cases involving a difference of one or two milli-
meters were resolved by using the midpoint of the two judgments. Scor“
ing of smile of policeman, omission of body parts of policeman. lar융e
hands of‘ policeman, weapons. and ag훌ressive policeman was done on a
plus-minus basis. Disagreements between the two jud앓as in categories
four throll딩h eight were resolved by obtaining a third jud홉ment. The
final score used was agreement of two of the three judgments.
Body parts of policemen scored as omitted were taken from Koppitz’$
(30) study which tabulated the frequency of inclusion of body parts in
the drawings of 1856 ei융ht year olds , one-third of which was drawn from
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children from lninority groups or lower socioeconomic background. Body
parts drawn by 86 percent or mOl’e of these children included head , eyes ,
mouth, nose , trunk , le뚱Sf arms , and feet. A plus score on omissions
meant that two or more of these body parts were omitted.
v. srATISTIe AL PROCEUJRES
The three groups were compared on hypotheses one through eight
through chi square and median tests. The first two hypotheses involv-
in홉 millimeter scores were tested with a nonparametric median test.
f훨pothesis three , height of policeman, also involved millimeter measure-
ment , but chi square ana~sis was used by applying Koppitz ’ s (30)
criteria for lar없e and small figures to the scores. Chi square analy-
sis was used to test hypotheses four thx’。u앓1 eight which dealt with
presence or absence of judgment indicators. After tests of the indivi-
dual hypotheses , the overall study hypothesis was tested by means of
chi square analysis , comparing the number of pictures in each group
judg’ ed to have two OI‘ more ne딜ative indicators. . In addition , chi
square analysis was made of the sex differences in performance on each
item. Mean age for each of the three groups was computed.
A움I‘eement for each of the two sets of jud앓ments was computed in
t당I‘ros of percentages f‘。r categories four throu당h twelve. For each of
the first three categories dealin앓 \-lith millimeter measurements , judg-
ment a앓l‘8딩ηlent was assessed by performing a ~ test of the means of the
two sets of scores.
The .05 level of probability was accepted as by conv앙ntion.
CHAPTER II工
E’IND끄~GS
工. 'fESTS OF HYFarRESES
F‘。r convenience of discussion the upper socioeconomic white
Ainsworth group will be refer’red to as group A, the lower socioeconomic
ltlhite Buckman sample as group B, and the lower socioeconomic N앙gr。
Hwnboldt children as gr‘。up C.
Tables III, IV, and V summarize th앙 tests of the hypotheses. In
these and the following tables , Negative F indicates the number’ 。f pic-
tures judged to show negativ앙 attitudes in each category. Total 때 is
th당 total number of pictures used for judgment in 당ach category. Ch土
square tests throughout were one tailed with one degree of fr’eedom and
a critical value of J. 월↓.
The first hypothesis stated that the greater th강 negative feel-
뇨19S the greater would be the distance between self and policeman 뇨l
each group's drawings. It was expected that the gre윌test distance
would be found in the group C drawings with a lesser distance shown 뇨1
group B, and the smallest distance shown 뇨1 group A. The differences
in group medians were test딩d comparing tw。 당roups at a time in the null
form. Median tests comparing 앙roups A and B, A and C, and Band C
showed no differences in the distance between the self and policeman in
the pictures. 파1 all three cases the null hypothesis was accepted.
Results of hypothesis one median tests follow on page 20.
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TABLE III
’rESTS OF HYPαr I-II꼽ES C01Y1P따1끄~G
GROUP B AND ORαIP C
--
Group B Group C 5i당nificant
Hypotheses Negative Total Negative 'l'otal x2
F N F N values
1. Distance 13 25 19 38
2. Ratio 13 2.5 18 37
3. Height 10 3μ lμ μ8
낙h Smile 13 34“T 2μ μ8
.5. Qnissions 21 3μ 16 μ8 6.50
6. Hands o y.• o μ8
7. Weapons μ 3μ 19 μ8 .5 .96
8. Aggression 2 3μ 2 μ8
TA씹LE rJ
TEsrs OF‘ HYPOI‘HESES CON:?따1파~G
GROUP A AN D GROUP B
-
Ox’。up A Group B Significant
댐rpotheses Negative Total Negative Total X“?
F N F N values
1. Distance 18 37 13 25
2. Rati。 19 37 12 25
J. Height 5 낙h ηr 10 y• μ.60
μ. Smile 11 μ? 13 3μ
,. Omissions ? 싹h꺼f 21 3μ 19.18
6. Hands o μ7 0 3μ
7. Weapons 18 μ? μ y.• , .37
8. Aggr당ssion 2 μ? 2 3μ
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TABLE V
TESTS OF HYPαI’HESES COHPARn~G
GROUP A AND GROUP C
--
Group A Group C Significant
때potheses Ne~ative Total Ne~ative Total x
2ι
F N F N values
1. Distance 18 37 20 37
2. Rati。 17 38 20 37
3. Hei훌ht 5 μ7 lμ μ8 5.07
낙L Smile 11 47 2μ μ8 7.23
5. αnissions 7 μ7 16 μ8 4.μo
6. Hands o μ? o μ8
7. Weapons 18 μ? 19 μ8
8. Ag~:r’당ssion 2 μ? 2 μ8
Ho : X distanceA = χ distanceB
li2 =o l d.f.
accept null hypothesis
H
o
: X distanceA = X distancec
X2 =.ol l d.f.
accept null hypothesis
H。 ‘ X distanceB = X distancec
ii2 =o l d.f.
p. = >.05
p.·= ,> .05
p. =>.0 .5
accept null hypothes土S
Avera~e distance between se끄· and policeman was 61.8 rom for 홉roup
C, 59.9 rum for‘ 월roup B, and μ0.3 rom for 홉roup A. The distribution had a
wide 1:‘an~e and riμht skewness. Althou맘1 these distances were in the
predicted direction , they were not statistical~ significant. It was
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concluded , therefore , that hypothesis one shovled no differences among
the three groups in negative feelings toward policemen.
It was expected that the ratio of height of policeman to height m‘
self 'in the drawin짧 would be 읽‘eater for children having more negative
attitudes. As in the first hypothesis it was predicted that the larg-
est ratio would be in group C drawings , with a smaller ratio shovffi in
껄roup B, and the smallest ratio shown in 휠roup A. Raw scores of height
of pol土ceman were divided by raw scores of height of self, and the re-
suIting ratio scor’es were tested.
l1edian tests comparin훌 groups A and B, A and C, and Band C show-
ad no differences 土n the ratio of‘ height of self to hei훌ht of police-
man. The null hypothesis was accept엉d for all three t당sts.
H。; X X’atioA = X rati。
χ，2 = 0 1 d.f.
accept null hypothesis
Ho : X ratioA = X ratioc
χ2 = 1 d.f.
p. =>.05
p. = >.05
p. =>.05
accept null hypothesis by observation
Ho : X ratio섭 = X ratioc
X2 = --- l d.f‘·
accept null hypothesis by observation
Avera필e ratio scores of hel융ht of self to height of policeman
were 1.6.5 for‘ 끓X‘oup C, 1.58 f‘。r group B, and 1.μ8 for group A. Al-
thou않h these differ앙nces were in the predicted di!‘앙 ct土。n ， theywere not
statistical~ sienificant. It was conclud앙d ， therefore , that hypo-
thesis two showed no differences among the three groups in ne융ative
feelin않s toward policemen.
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~pothesis three postulated that the 훌reater the negative fe원 1-
incs the more very lax‘뀔e and very small policemen would be drawn. Nore
extremes were predicted in the C group , fewer in the B 훌roup ， and few-
est in group A. 않etr‘emes were defined as smaller than 55 rom or larger
than 230 rom. These cate훌。ries were adapted from Koppitz (30).
Chi square analys土S was used to compare groups A and B, A and C,
and Band C. Although no significant differences were found between the
number of eχtremes drawn by the C and B groups , chi squares were signi-
ficant at the .05 level for 훌r’。ups A and B, and A and C. The C and the
B 윌I‘oups drew more very small and very large policemen than group A.
Ho: hei짧ht extrem앙SA = height extremesB
x2 ￡ μ.60 1 d. f. p. =< .05
reject null hypothesis
Ho : height extremesA = height extr앙meso
x2 = 5.07 1 d. f • p. =< .05
reject null hypothesis
Ho : height extr텅mes끌 = height extremesc
χ2 = 0 1 d.f. p. =>.05
accept null hypothesis
There were 1，μ dral~gs of policemen less than 55 rom or lar홉er
than 230 mm in 훌I‘。up 0, 10 in 홉roup B, and 5 in 짧’。up A. Although
thes앙 differences were in the predicted direction , differences between
groups C and B were not statistically signif土cant. It was coneluded •
therefor‘휠 , that hypothesis three showed that both g!‘。up C and group B
were more ne홉ative than 훌roup A.
Hypothesis four stated that the gr당ater the ne~ative feelings , the
fewer smiling policemen would be drawn. IvIore smiling policemen were
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expected in the A g:r‘。up ， less in the B 훌roup ， and fewest in the C
group. Chi square analysis was used to compare the number of smiling
policemen in each gr’。up. Chi square values were not sign土ficant at the
.05 level for differences between 앞。ups Band C. and A and B. Differ-
ences in the number of smil土ng policemen drawn were si&nificant at the
.05 level between groups Aand C.
Ho : no smilesA = no smiles
xz =2.09 1 d.f.
accept null hypothesis
p. =>.05
H :
Q
no smilesA=no smilesC
1i2 =7.23 l d.f. p. =< .05
reject null hypothesis
Ho : no smilesB = no smilesc
~ =1.11 1 d.f. p. =>.05
ac¢ept null hypothesis
There were 2μ policemen drawn without smiles in group C, 13 in
융roup B, and 11 in group A. It ~Ias concluded that hypothesis four
sho't-led gr‘。up C more negative than 융roup A, and that differences in
ne훌ative feelin잃s between 홉roups Band C, and A and B were not statis-
tically si짧lit’icant.
Hypothesis five stated that the greater the ne앓ative feelin융s the
mor‘e omissions "muld be includ영d in drawings. More omissions were pre-
dieted in the C 옮roup. i ’ewer in the B group , and fewest in the A group.
Chi square analysis show앙d significant differences in the number of
。rnissions present between all three groups. The differences were not ,
however , 'all in the predicted direction since gr‘。up B showed the lar‘앓-
est nurnb당I‘ 。f omissions.
Ho : omissionsA =omissions뀔。
~ =19.18 1 d.f.
reject null hYPothesis
H: omissions ‘ = omisions .....
。A. νr= μ.μo 1 d.f.
reject null hypothesis
H: omissions .,... = omissions.....
。Jj ν
r =6.50 1 d. r.
p. =< .05
p. =<'.05
p. 밀< .0.5
깡↓
reject null hypothesis
There wer영 21 omissions 최1 gI‘。up B, 16 in group C, and 7 in group
A. Sine앙 all differences w"ere statistically si앓nificant， it was con-
eluded that hypothesis five showed group B roost negative , gx‘。up C less
negative , and 협roup A least negative in feelings toward policemen.
파rpothesis six stated that the greater the ne앓atiγe feelings the
앓reater the nU1no앙r of hands drawn larger than the face would be includ-
ed in each 품roup. l·Iore large hands w정re expected in the C ~I’。up ， fewer
in the B 홉roup ， and least in the A 웰·oup. This category did not dis-
criminate , and no cases of hands dra꾀n lar‘훌er than the face were found
뇨1 any of the drawings. This category was exclud엉d from statistical
analysis.
}~pothesis seven postulated that the greater the negative feel-
in휩 s the mor앙 weapons would be depicted by each 홉roup. The greatest
number of weapons were predicted in the C group , fewer in the B group,
and fewest in the A gI‘。up. Chi square analysis showed 51홉nificant dif-
ferences between the B and A groups and between the Band C groups , but
not in the predicted direction. The B group drew significantly fevTer
weapons than either of the other two gx’oups , with the C and A gr‘。IUPS
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including 따1 almost identical number of weapons in their drawings.
Ho
: weapons
A = weapons뇌
χ2 =5·3? l d.f.
reject null hypothesis
Ho
: weapons
A
=weaponsC
i- =•07 1 d. f •
accept null hypothesis
p. =ζ .05
p. =>.0.5
H :
0
weapons퍼 ::: weaponsc
x2 =.5. 96 1 d. r. p. =<.05
reject null hypothesis
Ninet양en weapons were included in 훌1‘。up C drawings , 18 in 앓roup 1\.)
and four in 함‘。up B. It was concluded that hypothesis seven showed
group B less negative than 훌roups A or Cf and that differences in nega-
tive feelin당s between groups A and C were not statistical과r si원nificant.
The last b~"pothesis wa허 that the 짧’eater th윈 ne훌ative feelings ,
the 질reater the number‘ 。f a짧ressive acts by policemen drawn by the
gr’oups. The 않reatest number was expected in the C group , less 후n the B
훌roup ， and few，앙st in the A gr‘。up.
표lSP앙etion revealed no s1양nificant differences between any of the
three groups. There were two agg!‘엉ssive acts by policemen drawn by
each 잃roup. 工:t was concluded that hypothesis eight showed no differ-
ences in negative feelings tOHard policemen 많non찮 th엉 thr‘e영 groups.
Si~nificant differences vTere found between at least two of th딴
groups in four of the ei싫ht r~potheses tested. As anticipat 용d ， the
most extreme sizes of policemen w앙I‘e drawn by group C and 용roup B. with
group A children dra,i.U1g significantly fewer eχtrem앙s. ’rh앙 differ‘
ences betw앙당n the gr’。up C and B size of policemen was not significant,
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but since socioeconomic and racial factors were thought to play a part
ll1 negative feelings toward policemen , we would have expected differ-
ences between these tlv。 앓roups to be smaller than the differences be-
twe깐n either of these compared t。 훌roup A.
Differences observed in the number of smiling policemen 화"1 each
group likewise are in a똥reel11ent with the overall hypothesis. Group C
drew significant~ fewer smiling policemen than the group A upper white
socioeconomic 않roup.
Difficulty in interpretation comes with the results of the omis-
sion and weapons categori양s. The lower white socioeconomic group had
the lar읍est nmnber of omissions , with the lower Negx‘。 group drav-rin앓
significant~ fewer omissions , and the upp앙X‘ socio당conomic white g:r‘。up
drawing th앙 fewest oIDis딩ions. Although the differences between the A
and C groups were in the predicted direction, we had no basis for anti-
cipating that the B group would draw the most omissions.
The same difficulty is posed by the weapons category result.
Again the performance of the gr、。up B children presents a problem of
interpretation. This g:r‘。up drew fewer weapons than either the A or the
C groups , a result vJhich would be interpreted in light of our hypo-
thesis as indicating a more favorable attitude to'뼈rd policemen than
the other two gr‘。ups.
There are at least two possible explanations for this unexpected
result. One is that the Heapons yate앓。ry does not discriminate ne흡a­
tive attitud앙s and should be eχeluded if further research along these
lines are don당. A second possibility is that the differences observed
lie not so nmch with the childrenrs attitudes toward policemen as with
cultural factors related to drawin당 ability. It may be that lower‘
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socioeconomic children tend to inchlde less detail of all kinds in
their draw土ngs. and if this is correct , it might be hypothesized that
the B group would draw not only more omissions but also fewer weapons
and less detail of all kinds. Since this tendency would also apply t。
the lower socioeconomic Negro gr‘。up ， their inclusion of weapons would
assume even more significance as a reflection of negative attitudes
toward police.
Because it was essential to be reliable in judging , more sophis-
ticated jud당ment categories had to be sacrificed , but visual observatiα1
of the group B pictures compared to the g‘ roup A pictures suggested that
there were qualitative differences in the detail included and in the
drawing ability which were not brou당ht out by our judgment categories.
The overall hypothesis for this study was that Negro children's
dt‘a\iings of policemen l~ll indicate mora negative feelings than draw-
ings from 당itheI‘ a sirnila:r‘ 。r a hi앓her socioeconomic group of white
children. Lower socioeconomic white children's dravun앓s of pol土camen
will indicate more negative feelings than drawings f:r‘。m a higher 500io-
economic group of white children. An underl,ying assumption of this
study was that a composite assessment of the drawings of a given group
would be indicative of the group. 고1 ot‘dar to rank the pictures int。
cate당。ries of ne당ativity for composite group comparisons , the criteria
that determined a picture should be scored as negative 土n each of’ the
뀔i앓ht categories already described were used. Each picture was given a
score equal to the nU!ubox‘ of ne싫ative i n.dicato:r‘s it c잉ntain당d. Thus , a
picture with a higher score was considered more negative than a picture
with a lower score.
Alar‘덜er percentage of 얄roup A children (27.댔) drew pictures
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with no ne앓ative indicators compared to 잃'oup B (11.8짧) and 훌roup C
(6.2썩) children. A similar result appeared in the category where only
one ne설ative item was included in the picture. Forty percent of the
group A drawin닮s had one negative item while 21 percent of 훌I’。，up Band
29 percent of the group C drawin흡s had one. Conversely, only μ percent
。f the ~roup A dravdngs had three or more negative indicators. Th土rty-
two percent of group Band 35 percent of group C had three or more
negative items. Table VI smrumarizes these measures.
TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THREE GROUPS BY NUMBER
OF NEGAT 工VE INDICATORS 끄~ PICTURES
Numb 앙r Negative Group A Group B G1’。!up C
파ldicators Percent Percent Percent
0 27.7 11.8 6.2
l μo.μ 20.6 29.2
2 27.7 3.5 -3 29.2
3 2.1 26.5 29.2
“4 2•.1 2.9 6.2
5 none 2.9 μ.2
The overall hypothesis postulated that group C would be the most
negative , 훌roup B would be less ne~ativ전 ’ and 당roup A would be the
least negative. 1'herei‘。re ， group C should contain a 홉reater propor-
tion of more negative pictures than either group B or A and "roup B
should have alar‘흡er proportion of ne홉ative pictures than 앙I‘。up A. Chi
square analysis based upon the number of pictures in each gr~lp with
two or’ more ne싫ative indicators showed significant differences in the
direction p:r년dieted between 짚roups A and B, and A and C. There were no
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differenc 당s between ~roup Band C.
H。: lie싫ative indicatorsA = ne섭ative indicatorsB
x2 = 10.10 1 d. f‘. p. =<.05
reject null hypothes土S
H。: IJe웰ative indicatorsA = negat土ve indicatorsc
X2 : lo.lμ 1 d.f. p. =<: .05
reject null hypothesis
Ho : Negative indicatorsB = ne훌ative indicatorsc
x2 = .67 1 d.f. p. =>.05
accept null hypothesis
Group C contained 31 pictures with two or‘ roO!‘e ne앓ativ굉 indica-
tors; g:r‘oup B, 23; and group A, 15. These differences were in the pre-
dieted direction but differences b당tween 않roups Band C were not sta-
tistically s짧nificant. It was concluded, th원refore ， that group A
show"ad 5i훌nificant~ fewer pictures with two or more ne옳ative indica-
tors , hence was less ne~atiγethan 당roup B or group C.
Results from the e1훌ht hYPotheses tests would be inconclusive by
themselves , tak후n홉 into account the cate홉。x‘i앙s which did not discrimin-
ate and results not in the predicted direction. While scores on
several items su않융ested trends that would indicate differences in the
predicted directions , a nwnber were not statistical~ sign土ficant.
Ther‘e were some tendencies which su~ge엽t that racial factors do play a
part in children’ s drawings of policemen , notab~ in the slnile and
h당i훌ht categories. Socioeconomic considerations were indicated by the
。mission results. Group A appeared to be different from 융roups Band C
in sever‘al cate힐or‘les.
’'rhe comparison of the "roups accordin훌 to the proportion of
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no당ative pictures in each PI’。vid당d a confirmation of the gr’。up differ-
ences. A picture was considered mor앙 ne없ative if it contained a larger
number of negat土va indicators. Group A contained a statistical~ sig-
nificantly smaller proportion of ne원at土va pictures than either group B
or C and was determined to be less negative. There was no dif‘fer‘ence
between ~roups B and C. The matriχ pattern su짧gests that socioeconomic
factors ar‘양 pr딩dominant but that factors associated with race are als。
present.
工I. JUro때NT AGREEHENT
Scer섭1앓 for the first three categories of distance. :r‘atio , and
hei앓lt were done w土th a plastic 홉rid quant쇼fied in rnillimeters. Al-
thou앓1 these measurements were more precise and less subjectiv앙 than
scor’in홉 。f cate휩ories four thrau따1 ei앓ht ， jud융ment agr당ement was hi앓l
thrau앓hout.
After both jud앓es had scored distance between self and policeman
for each picture. the mean and standard deviation for‘ each set of judg-
ments was computed. An F test was completed to test the assumption of
equal varianc엉 for "th딩 two set압 of .indiment읍~ and a 1 test was pet‘form-
ad on the t"ro means. Results were as follovls:
Xl = 5μ.11 mm
x2 = 5μ.18 rom
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~ = .007
따fferencGS betlve강n v상rianc앙s andcbetween means w당re not significant at
the .05 level, and were ne압igible in terms of absolute measut‘정s.
The s~ne statistical procedures were followed to measure r’eliabil-
ity of jud"ments f‘or cate딩OX‘ies t 'lfl0 and three , ratio of heie;ht of
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policeman to height of self. and hei없ht of polie장man. The ratio score
involved measurin~ both height of‘ self and hei~ht of policeman and di-
viding the f‘。rmer into the latt당r‘. The measure of judges ’ agreement
for this cate월01‘y ， however. dealt only with jud홉ments of hei요ht of sell
A~r‘eement for the ratio score would be somewh상t different , but since 효
scores for both h당i~ht of self and hei~ht of policeman were so low it
was not felt necessa!γ to deal any more extens土vely with catego!‘y t1i。
than by comparin앓 raw scores. Results for measurements of hei~ht of
self , then , were as follows:
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Difference betwe당n the variances and the means was not 51훌nif‘icant at
the .05 level. and was ne훌1i홉ible in terms of absolute measures.
The fol1owin~ judgment agI‘딩ement results for item three , hei앙ht of
policeman, were obtained:
Xl = 118.0 rom
xz = 11’7. ’7’7mrn
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Difference between the variances and the means was not si닮nificant at
the .0.5 levε~l. and was ne훌Ii얄ible in terms of absolute measures.
Since cateEories i‘。ur through ei월ht were scored plus or minus fOI‘
presence of‘ smile , weapons , large hands , omissions , and ag당ression， a
measure of reliability i ‘or‘ these items was obtained by computing per-
centage of a융;reement bet\ieen the two scores. Percenta홉e of agreem당nt
for catego:r‘y four , smile of policeman , was 97.67 with three of the 129
jud~nents bein앓 in disa잡I‘eement. There were seven disagreements in
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jud싫ment of omissions for a 9μ .5 percent a길reement. Cate닮。I‘y seven.
weapons , had three dlsa앓X‘eement삽 in jud fZments with 9’7.67 percent agree-
mente Cate덜。ry ei~htt a딩뀔I‘ession ， also had thr텅e disagreem딩nts and a
97.67 percent acreement.
Gate앓。ry s따c ， lax‘융e hands , was excluded both from percenta않e of
jud융ment a~reement computation and from chi square analysis since n。
pictures containin않 Ia!‘앓er hands than h당ads vmre includ당d in our sample.
Jud짧nent agreement for the tvTO sets of jud앓ments was above 9L• per-
cent for each of the eight categories and was consider당d satisfactor‘y.
工II. ANALYS工답 OF SEXUAL AND AC캡 DIFF‘피HENCES
Our hypotheses assumed sexual differences did not play a part in
children ’s attitudes toward policemen at this age , and chi square
analysis was used to test this. In each cate필。ry the null hypothesis
was tested f‘。r sexual differences for each ~roup. .The only instance of
a s댈nificant difference in ill강Ie and female drawin싫s was f‘。und in the
number of Negro males who dreH fev-Jer smilin훌 policemen compared to the
number of i ‘emale Ne짧’。es drawin싫 smilin상 policemen. The chi square
was μ.0딩 with 1 de덜ree of‘ freedom , si똥nificant at the .05 level.
Comparison of the sexual differences of each group in each cate-
싫。ry yielded no si덜nificant differences except in the srnil양 cate싫。r’Y
mentioned above. The observed sexual difference in group C’ s portrayal
。f smiling policemen cannot be explained on the basis of‘ 。ur study.
Tables VII. VIII , and B( show comparisons for each cat앙전。ry f‘。r
th딩 three 삽X‘oups by sex.
A fin따 1 factor analyzed was the a~e of the three groups partici-
patin홉 • wben the mean age of each group was tabulated , the differences
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF ITEMS BY SEX FOR GROUP A
Neg.
F
Total
N
Female
Ne~. Total
F N
따
--?i
없x
t“---익
닝f함potheses Male
values
1. Distance 11 21 7 16
2. Rati。 14 21 5 16
3. Hei설ht l 2μ μ 19
μ. Smile 6 2μ 5 23
5- αl1issions 샤 2μ 3 2)
7. Weapons 9 2μ 9 23
8. A훌훌ression l 2μ l 23
--
TABLE VIII
COMPAR工SON OF‘ 工TENS BY SEX FOR GROUP B
-
Hypotheses Male Female Significant
Neg. Total Ne앓· Total x꺼ι
F N F N values
1. Distance 6 lμ 7 11
2. Ratio 7 lμ 6 11
3· Hei~ht 6 20 μ· lμ
“4 Smile 9 20 μ l니
5. α，nissions 13 20 8 lμ
7. vleapons 냐h 20 None lμ
8. A앓gr‘ess土。n 2 20 None lμ
3μ
'LIABLE IX
COl1PARISON OF IT많15 BY SEX ~"OR GROUP C
Hypotheses l'lale Female
N앙g.
F
Total
N
Neg.
F
Total
N
+
ν
n
않
--2f
k
‘
파
·
많
익
니
values
between the 훌I‘。ups amounted only to a few days. Avera훌e age for the
“roup A children was 8 years , .05 months; average for th잉 앓roup B
children was 8 years , .22 months; and for the 앓roup C children 8 years ,
.05 months. The three groups , then , were approximately equal in terms
of a웰앙·
IV. ANALYSIS OF ITEHS NI꾀jE THROUGH TIiELVE
In addition to testin훌 the eight hypotheses , we computed the per-
centa핸 。f children in each 당roup drawin훌 N않ro policemen and/or t‘1e앓r。
selves , the nurr.ber of‘ colors used by each group. and the quality of the
drawin~s of each croup.
αIt of our readin흩 in various areas which led to the formulation
of the hypotheses , several other areas of interest developed. Althou잃h
we did not wish to relate these areas to the overall hypothesis that
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there would be both ~ socioeconomic and racial difference in children's
perception of policemen as revealed in their drawin~s， we did develop
four additional ju야ment items to enable us to look at some other
issues of interest.
It has been reported that Ne훌ro children infrequently draw either
themselves of other fi~res as Ne~roes， depict합1훌 all humans in their
pictures as l싸lite. The majority &roup , however, draw majority racial
identity, and only rarely draw members of‘ a minority group (26). Many
of these observations were made before "Black PO't-Jer ff and "Black is
Beautiful" th뇨1king became important ~hetto forces , we were interested
뇨1 seein~ whether th앙 Ne앓X‘。es in our group would draw Black policemen
and Black selves and also wheth휠r whites would draw exclusively white
£1훌ures. Much analysis of children's art has also dealt with the num-
bar of colors used in drawing and this was another aspect of OUI‘ sample
we tabulated. A final subjective judgmentby each jud닮e about the qual-
ity of each drawin앓 rated on a scale of 1 to 3 was made to attempt t。
determine whether we could observe qualitative differences amon흩 the
three groups.
Over one-th뇨'd ， 18 out of μ7 of 융roup C students , drew Negro po-
licemen , and one-fourth, 11 out of μ7 ， drew Negro selves. This does not
seem to reflect the tendencies for Ne~roes to draw only white fi~ures
mentioned earlier. None of the 요roup B children , and only two of the
group A. drew N당gr’o policemen or N엉gro selves.
The numb원r of colors available was fixed at seven , but a much
lar~er percentage of 삶roup A children(93%) used six to seven colors
con~~red to the ~roup B (68%) and group C (65영) child!‘정n. The group B
없ld 훌roup C children app앙ared similar in the number of crayons used ,
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as seen in Tabl~ x.
TABLE X
NU}1BER OF COLORS USED IN PIC'rURE OUT OF’ A NAXIl1UM OF’ ?
Number of Colors
Used
뼈
‘빠
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[U
p‘ 녔
써鋼
m
뾰
[U
P‘
”
h)
•
LV
P
훌
u
c
。
r
않
뻐
0-1 None None 2
2-3 None 10 ?
μ-5 ? 22 26
6-7 93 68 65
The total number of children used here is 119, since any case involvin짧
disa~reeroent between the two judges was excluded from comparison. This
leaves a smaller number’ in e~ch 앓‘。up t‘。r each of the last four cate-
goriest and these figur’es should be interpreted as being on~ su~gestive
of possible differences.
A rou밥1 attempt was made to jud앓e the quality of e~ch picture on a
scale of 1 to J , with 3 being the hi훌hest and 1 the low용st. Jud요ment
a~reement fOI‘ this cate훌。x’y was far lower than for any other, with
72.09 percent agreem장nt. Again. since this was not related to our hypo-
thesis a third jud~e was not obtained f ‘or pictures on which disagree-
menta existed and these pictures were eχeluded f‘I’。m cαnparisons. The
total number c。‘mpared here is 93. Groups Band C were jud~앙d to be
similar, with 22 percent of ~roup C and 29 percent of 훌roup B children
jud다ed to have poorer drawin닮s compared with only 8 percent of the 앓roup
A children. Ninety-two percent of the group A children fell into the
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aver_ge and outstanding categories t while only 78 percent of the 닮roup C
and 71 percent of the 삶X‘。up B children were so judged. Findings are
sWllmariz당d in Table XI.
T따3LE XI
QUALITY OF DRAW표JGS
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‘Judg;rnent afireem강nt for‘ categor‘ies nine through twelve are pre-
sented in Table XII.
TABLE XII
JUI월lIlE샌T AGREEM많~TS FOR rrEl1S 9-12
--
Item Number of
frisa훌reements
Perc용nt
A앓reem윈nt
9. Color of policemen
10. Color of se끄·
11. Number colors used
12. Quality of drawing
hw
6
0
6
1·i
꺼
「
/
96.89
95.35
92.25
72.09
Because jud훌ments of nwnber of colors used and quality of dr.win압앉 in-
volved a scaled ratin~ system, these p정rcentag앙 。f agreement scores d。
not show th당 direction or d딩，rea of the differ당nces in jud~ments.
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Since these two items w앙I‘e not related to our OV단raIl hypothesis , we did
not attempt a more rophisticated measure of a짧’eement.
The analysis and interpretation of items nine thr‘。u월h tvl앙lve are
t않rtative. Takin당 this into considerat土。n. however , the results of the
last two cate똥ories su냥~est that the lower socioeconomic 훌roups did
include less detail, fewer colors , and produced a poorer quality of
drawin않. Until norms are more fully developed regardin융 differences
expect딩d in drawin당s of ex‘。>Ups differin당 in socioeconomic and racial
backgrounds. it is difficult to evaluate the factors involved in 훌roup
differences such as were observed in this study.
v. c때C다JSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR F’URTHER RESEARCH
This study provided data from projective drawin닮s about the 않roup
attitudes of children from three elementalγ schools. According to the
findin읍s of this study lower socioeconomic child!‘당n ， both Negro and
white , are more negative in their drm-lings of policemen th따1 higher
socioeconomic white children. Since there was littl당 difference b앙tween
Negro and white children of the lower socioeconomic level, negativity in
dravlin당s of policemen seems to be related more to socioeconomic than
racial factors. Group differences in sex and age were so small that
th당y were not considered biasing factors.
This study pres강nted several interesting problems. ’rhe interpre-
tation of the topic , "1 Het a Policeman in My Neighborhood , rt may have
been too complicated for this age group. Appr。χimately 22 percent of
the drawin싫s did not includ딩 a self in the picture. ’rhi.s created a pro-
blem of interpretation. Some clinicians would contend that an excluded
self represented a ne압ative feelin월 • Howev앙I‘ , for this study those
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'drawin 쉰s were excluded since the children drawing thes앙 pictures may
have misunderstood th당 instructions. The two categories where measure-
ment of the self was used indicated no 51뚱nif‘icant differences arnong the
groups.
It is not known how much the decision to exclude those pictures
without a self rather than count them as more negatiγe masked differ-
ences which may exist. He짜ever， the study could have been simplified t。
t1Dra찌 a Policeman" w土th instructions to draw a whole policeman , not a
stick figure or a cartoon. This would reduce some of‘ the detail but the
elimination of whether the children understood the directions , the pro-
blam of which figure was th경 policeman. and the elimination of po1ice-
men drawn in cars ,{ould be compensatory.
‘rhe measurements of h윈ight could have been ref뇨led. Con딩iderabl잉
time was spent in measuring by exact millimeters. This could have been
simplified by developing a plastic overlay with line markings at 0 , 50 ,
and 230 roillinleters. The bottom of the picture could be lined up with
the 0 millimeter 1뇨1e. If the figure to be meaSUI’ ad was over 230 milli-
meters it would be scored large. and under 50 millimeters would have
been scored small. This would save measurem당nt time and reduce need-
less procedures.
Huch of the time spent 뇨1 this study involved the deτelopment and
refinement of judging criteria. How앙ver ， details and the more complex
elements of the pictures were not meaSUI‘양d. Also , the categories that
were scored plus or minus may have been scaled to pr。γide a more com-
PI‘ehensive view of th앙 differences between the groups. If art is to be
used on a more sophisticated basis , a methodol。당y must be developed t。
judge and quanti!’y more of the diff‘erences and detail in the pictures.
극
μo
Pretests are especially helpful if the researchers ax‘앙 not exper-
i당need in the use of‘ projectives and if sophisticated methods of analy-
zing the pictures are to b당 used. Techniques and procedures should be
written down in a 홉uide f‘。r judging and each rater given a copy of the
criteria. 많cclusiv당 adherence to these areas and items listed is essen-
tial for 당。od reliability.
The i‘。cus of this study on the attitudes of youn당 children t。
determine whether racial and/or socioeconomic environments affect th앙ir’
feelings regarding police made it di!‘f쇼cult to assess how accurately
art reflects attitudes. Portun앙 (2μ) conclud당d that older adolescents
having had contact with polie원 were more likely to be negative toward
them than younger childr당n. To obta:l.n a more precis영 evaluation of pro-
jectiv당 drawings to asses윈 groups , samples drawn from old혔r groups would
have been more appropriate. Gx‘。ups with high probability of negative
attitudes could be compared with those of low probabil호ty of negative
attitudes according to race and/or socioeconomic factors. Such samples
would reduce some of the uncertainty as to whether the re딩ults reflected
attitud앙S 01‘ merely education. developmental. or skills.
The f‘allowing conclusions regarding the use of projective draw-
1ngs by social work are made from the expel‘ience of this study. As
noted , the use of PI‘。jective techniques involves considerable training
and 딩~ill. The most prof‘icient users appear to be clinical psycholo-
gists with years of experience. Yet. research has f‘a소led to support
the validity of projective techniques. Some 앙:x.-p erts are I‘당markably
accurate in their‘ interpretations. but more research is needed.
A mere duplication of the developmental or personality 펴ssess­
ment methods bein당 used by‘ the other PI’。fessions would not be
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justifiable. Yet , if the projective drawin당 techniqu띤 s could b앙
adapted and/or developed to measure environmental or oultl얹끄y induced
attitudes of selected groups re당ar‘din앉 various specif‘io foci , they
would be valuable in social work ’ s "simultaneous dual focus on man and
environment."
The ease of‘ administration of the drawing t양chnique is appealing.
The yield of data for th잉 time invested is extensive. The possibili-
ti링 s of collecting research samples f‘X’。m distant geographic ar‘앙as with-
。ut expense or undue difficulti앙 s is an asset. Yet , the collection of
data must be recognized as the most simple elem밍nt of the projective
techniques. ’l ’he resources and time saved by the ease of‘ adrninistr녔tion
are often expendξd in th엉 complexity and difficulty of judging and
interpreting th앙 data. Validation is eγen more formidable.
M엉thods to obtain reliability of cont양nt judgments can be devel-
。ped as demonstrated by this study. However’ , the reduction of judgment
categorie딩 to simple objective measurements r‘educed the drawin당S ’ con-
tent to such simplif‘ication tha.t much of the data's value was lost.
A mor앙 effective plan would be to giv앙 judges sufi합ient training and/or
experience so that more sophisticat웅d details could be measured without
loss of objectivity. Greater proficiency in analyzing more content of
the drawings \olithout r‘eduction in reliability of‘ jud당ments would giv망 a
bette!‘ basis f‘。r social work to use projective drawings.
Ev앙n though 명ase of‘ data colI앙ction and reliability of‘ judgm엉nts
were coni‘ir’In당d by· this study, the interpretations of the judgments were
made with res앙X’vations. This was partially due to the lack of existing
research and r‘당search methods dealing with the same focus and age group.
βut mor‘e important is th용 fact that projective dravdngs are enigmatic.
μ2
’l ‘he data obtained can be interpr‘앙ted with equal reasoning in various
\-lays. F‘'rom this it is possible to conclude that projective dravJings
should not be used as a sole means of studying a problem. They may have
a place as a rough screening device to obtain a general idea about a
group on Hhich to develop other exacting proc방dures for research.
The study sample , judgment criteria , and methodology w앙re adequate
for th앙 purposes of this study. No attempt at validation was maQ~.
HO{<Jever, research mu징t validate ttl딴 assU1I• p'tions upon which this stUdy
was based b용f’。re implications of the results can be accurately assessed.
Two major areas for research are suggested: (1) can projective dravJo-
후ng t앙chniqu강s be adapted to I‘한liably assess group attitudes , and (2) d。
the dr녔wings of policemen reveal the children ’s tru앙 attitud앙당 t O\.rard
policemen.
If social work were to f‘UI‘ther expιore the use of proj당ctive araw-
in당s ， res앙arch should PI’헌cede 'the practitioner's use of the projective
techniqu당s. The popularity of these techniques has a tendency to exceed
appropriate precautions. Also , the drawings and present criteria for
evaluating them are ambi딩uous enough to allow thos용 interpreting the
data to find enough information to reinforce their use. Unless social
WOI‘k is going to make concerted efforts to thor‘。ughly research and
examin생 the value of projective drawings , no attempt should. be made t。
use them for th앙 purpose딩 S앙t for‘th in this study.
μ3
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APPENDIX A
JUro工NG CRITERIA
1. Distance
a. l·leasure te.끄est policeman to self (self is closest figure)
b. Use gri.d , measure horizontally in millimeters between two
closest points of policeman and self
c. If no s당If ， score N on card
d. Include extensions of self and policeman (i.e. , weapons ,
flot..r당 X‘ • etc.) in measurement
2. liatio (measure height of self)
a. Closest person to tallest policeman is self
b. 짧celude if self drawn in house (score N on card)
c. Scor‘e if self in car (see scoring prα;~dure fμr policeman in
car below) and mark C on card
3. Height (policeman only)
a. Neasur당 in millimeters fI‘。m bottom to top of policeman
b. If policeman enclosed in car, measure height of‘ car--bottom of
wheel to top of car--and add height of visible part of police-
man. SeOI‘당 C on card
c. If polic앙man enclosed in other object or house , scor‘e N on
card.
d. Blue coats , hats , bad월es ， identify policeman
e. If no determination of polie앙man is possible , take tall당st
figure and note on card vnth question mark
f. 파1 exception to d. , if one figure is in car and one out ,
assume the figure in car is policeman
g. When there are clearly two policeman, one in and one out of
car , measure policeman out of car
μ. 섭mile (policeman only)
a. Both corners of mouth turned up is srnile--do not use other
facial criteria to judge
b. Smile is jud당ed minus on card
c. No mouth scored plus for smile (따nus on card)
d. More than three sharp, pointed teeth not scored smile even if
both corners turn up
e. 빠tend parallel lD1e across 1。￥lest part of mouth , if corners
extend up from this , score smile
5. αnissions (policeman only)
a. Score one omission for being in car (unless you can see whole
body in car)
b. or짜ssions scored: arms (one or both) , mouth , eyes. nose , head
μ7
(note ears 띤~ omission) , body, legs , feet (one or both legs
and feet mls따ng is omission)
6. Hands (policeman only)
a. Hand area includes from wrist out (i.e. line or beg:ιnning of
curve f ‘or hand denoted wrist) , if no wrist use line for
sleeve
b. Score + if total estimated 단rid area for hand (one only! is
larger than face. Judge largest hand. If qu원stionable，
count smaller squares within grid
7. Weapons
a. Judge entire picture
b. W원apon: guns , clubs , knives , handcuffs , holster--no others
c. Disregard car: it is not a weapon
8. Obvious aggression (policeman only)
a. One hand or both raised above head
b. Gun. club , knife drawn or held in hand
c. Self and policeman handcuffed together
9. 딩kin color of policeman
a. SCO!‘앙 + if policeman measured i‘。r height i전 Negr。
10. Skin color of self
a. Score + if self measured for height is Neg!‘。
11. Colors used
a. 0-1 color = 1
b. 2-3 colors =2
c. μ-5 colors := :3
d. 6-7 colors =μ
12. Quality
a. poor = I
b. average = 2
c. very good =J
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APP짧DIX B
끄~Sl’RUCTIONS ’
As part ot‘ a research project dealing with children's images of police-
men , we are asking your cooperation 土n obtaining drawings from the
children 土n your classroom. It is vel‘y important to the r앙search de-
sign that no discussion of policemen take place until after the draw-
lngs are completed and that the children be given no additional instruc-
tions other than those printed here.
1. Each child i당 to have a whit잉 , red, yellow, green , bx’ own , blue and
black crayon.
2. 꾀ach chill따 is to have a 12 tt X 18" she따 of paper (furnished)
J. Print on the blackboard , "I 1-1힘r A POLICE!'‘파N I꾀 MY NE工GHBOH.HOOD ’t
μ. Read the following instructions to the class. Please do not inter-
pret or add to the directions. You may repeat them as often as need앙d.
"WOULD EACH OF YOU D.요AI'! AND COLOR A PICTURE ~';ITH THE TITI펴 ’ I N1"1‘ A
POL工GEl빠N IN II’IT" NEIGHBOI뻐ODD. 'f’
5. When finished , have the child write his name on the back and place
in the folder provided with the app!‘。priate room number.
APPENDIX C
다ROUP A PICTURES
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